A global German ISV used Rimo3 to automate the conversion of their applications to MSIX for deployment through Intune.
Objective

- Migrate off of Configuration Manager towards Intune and End-Point manager.
- Modernize applications where possible into MSIX.

Challenges

- Packaging applications into the MSIX format was very time-consuming and they lacked the skills to do it effectively.
- Certain key applications could not be packaged into the MSIX format manually.

Solutions

- Use Rimo3 to determine which applications were suitable for MSIX conversion and deliver user persona insights on applications that met multi-session capabilities.
- Automatically convert into MSIX, fix, and post-conversion application test, including applications that previously had been unable to be packaged into the format ready for deployment in Intune.
- Provide a detailed analysis report on each application.

Outcomes

- In 3 days, imported, validated, converted, and re-tested 114 applications to MSIX
- 95% reduction in time taken
- 84% saving in application migration & packaging costs.